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(57) Provided are a network processing method and
apparatus, a core network, a base station and a computer
readable storage medium. A core network side initiates
an NG interface terminal radio capability check request
message to a master base station, the NG interface ter-
minal radio capability check request message including
terminal radio capability information of a plurality of base
stations accessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or
multi-connectivity; and then the core network side re-
ceives an NG interface terminal radio capability check
response message fed back by the master base station,

the NG interface terminal radio capability check response
message at least carrying indication information of
whether the base stations support a specific service.
Thereby, the message interaction between the core net-
work side and the base station achieves the support of
the specific service of the base stations accessed by the
terminal via the dual-connectivity or multi-connectivity,
thus providing convenience for the user to select the cor-
responding base station to bear the specific service and
ensuring the user experience.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the technical
field of mobile communications and, particularly, to a net-
work processing method and apparatus, a base station,
a core network, a base station and a readable storage
medium.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A fourth generation (4G), also called long term
evolution (LTE), cellular mobile communication system
includes a 4G core network (CN) and a radio access net-
work (RAN). The 4G CN includes basic network element
nodes such as mobility management entity (MME), serv-
ing gateway (SGW) and public data network (PDN) gate-
way (PGW). The RAN includes evolved Node B (eNB).
A 5th generation (5G) cellular mobile communication sys-
tem includes a 5G core (5GC) and a next generation
radio access network (NG-RAN). The 5GC includes ba-
sic network elements such as access mobility function
(AMF), session management function (SMF) and user
plane function (UPF). The NG-RAN includes base sta-
tions of at least two different radio access types (RAT):
Ng-eNB (air interfaces still support Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA)) based on the evo-
lution of 4G eNB, and newly designed gNB (air interfaces
supporting new radio (NR)). An NG-RAN base station is
connected to the 5GC through an NG interface (including
NG-C control-plane connection and NG-U user-plane
connection), and NG-RAN base stations are connected
through an Xn interface (including Xn-C control-plane
connection and Xn-U user-plane connection). The con-
trol-plane connection is used for transmitting control sig-
naling messages between network elements, and the us-
er-plane connection is used for transmitting user service
data (packets).
[0003] For the 4G LTE system, the early design focus-
es on broadband data services in packet switch (PS) do-
main, such as transmission of large data files and various
Internet data application services, therefore user voice
services cannot be effectively supported at 4G LTE CN
and RAN levels. When a user needs a voice service,
fallback of voice over network service from 4G to 3G/2G
is adopted. The fallback procedure will migrate the user
equipment (UE) back to the network of old RAT. In sub-
sequent evolution versions of LTE, the 4G CN level and
the RAN level may optionally support the user voice serv-
ices such as IMS Voice and VoLTE (i.e. Voice over LTE,
which is a voice service based on IMS) through functional
supplements and enhancements (such as semi-persist-
ent scheduling (SPS) enhancement, transmission time
interval (TTI) binding) to the 4G CN and RAN levels. At
this time, the user voice services can be directly borne
and served end-to-end in the 4G network, on the premise
that both the network side and the UE support a voice

enhancement function set corresponding to the IMS
Voice.
[0004] For the 5G NG-RAN system, similarly, both the
network side and the UE optionally support voice serv-
ices. When one of the network side and the UE does not
support the voice services, fallback to the network of old
RAT is adopted.
[0005] In a 5G system, the UE supports single-connec-
tivity (SC) and dual/multi-connectivity (DC/MC) configu-
ration and operation functions for the UE. However, since
the current NG interface UE radio capability check pro-
cedure disclosed by 3GPP is only oriented to the UE with
5G SC operation, but not to the UE with 5G DC/MC op-
eration, the AMF/SMF can only know whether UE capa-
bility and function configuration on a master node (MN)
side effectively support the IMS voice service; and the
AMF/SMF cannot know whether the UE capability on a
secondary node (SN) side and local function configura-
tion on the SN side effectively support IMS Voice service.
Therefore, the master base station MN can only always
try to bear the IMS Voice service, as shown in FIG. 1. If
the master base station MN cannot support the IMS Voice
service either, the UE will be forced to exit the current
5G DC/MC operation and fall back to the network of old
RAT, which will cause an inter-system handover or redi-
rection operation, bring out a large amount of procedure
signaling, and reduce the user service experience (be-
cause the comprehensive performance of the 4G/3G/2G
network after fallback is not as good as the current 5G
network in all aspects). However, if the secondary base
station SN supports the IMS Voice service, network re-
sources are obviously wasted. Moreover, besides the
IMS Voice service, other services that 5G may bear, such
as IMS Video, is processed in a manner similar to the
processing of IMS Voice.

SUMMARY

[0006] The present invention provides a network
processing method and apparatus, a core network, a
base station and a computer readable storage medium,
so as to solve the problem in the related art that the means
for bearing specific services in a 5G dual connection/mul-
ti-connection state lacks flexibility, and the user experi-
ence is poor.
[0007] To solve the above technical problem, an em-
bodiment of the present invention provides a network
processing method. The method includes the steps de-
scribed below.
[0008] A core network side initiates an NG interface
terminal radio capability check request message to a
master base station, where the NG interface terminal ra-
dio capability check request message includes terminal
radio capability information of a plurality of base stations
accessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or multi-con-
nectivity.
[0009] An NG interface terminal radio capability check
response message fed back by the master base station
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is received, where the NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check response message at least carries indication
information of whether the base stations support a spe-
cific service under the dual-connectivity or the multi-con-
nectivity.
[0010] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a network processing method. The method in-
cludes the steps described below.
[0011] A master base station receives an NG interface
terminal radio capability check response message initi-
ated by a core network side, where the NG interface ter-
minal radio capability check response message includes
terminal radio capability information of a plurality of base
stations accessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or
multi-connectivity.
[0012] An NG interface terminal radio capability check
response message is fed back to the core network side,
where the NG interface terminal radio capability check
response message at least carries indication information
of whether the base stations support a specific service
under the dual-connectivity or the multi-connectivity.
[0013] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a network processing apparatus. The apparatus
includes a request initiating module and a response re-
ceiving module.
[0014] The request initiating module is configured to
initiate an NG interface terminal radio capability check
request message to a master base station, where the
NG interface terminal radio capability check request mes-
sage includes terminal radio capability information of a
plurality of base stations accessed by a terminal via dual-
connectivity or multi-connectivity.
[0015] The response receiving module is configured
to receive an NG interface terminal radio capability check
response message fed back by the master base station,
where the NG interface terminal radio capability check
response message at least carries indication information
of whether the base stations support a specific service
under the dual-connectivity or the multi-connectivity.
[0016] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a network processing apparatus. The apparatus
includes a request receiving module and a response
sending module.
[0017] A request receiving module is configured to re-
ceive an NG interface terminal radio capability check re-
quest message initiated by a core network side, where
the NG interface terminal radio capability check request
message includes terminal radio capability information
of a plurality of base stations accessed by a terminal via
dual-connectivity or multi-connectivity.
[0018] The response sending module is configured to
feed back an NG interface terminal radio capability check
response message to the core network side, where the
NG interface terminal radio capability check response
message at least carries indication information of wheth-
er the base stations support a specific service under the
dual-connectivity or the multi-connectivity.
[0019] An embodiment of the present invention further

provides a core network. The core network includes a
first processor, a first memory and a first communication
bus.
[0020] The first communication bus is configured to im-
plement connection and communication between the first
processor and the first memory.
[0021] The first processor is configured to execute a
computer program stored in the first memory, so as to
perform the above network processing method.
[0022] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a base station. The base station includes a sec-
ond processor, a second memory and a second commu-
nication bus.
[0023] The second communication bus is configured
to implement connection and communication between
the second processor and the second memory.
[0024] The second processor is configured to execute
a computer program stored in the second memory, so
as to perform the above network processing method.
[0025] An embodiment of the present invention further
provides a computer readable storage medium. The
computer readable storage medium is configured to store
at least one program executable by at least one proces-
sor to implement the steps of the above network process-
ing methods.
[0026] The present invention has the beneficial effects
described below.
[0027] The present invention provides a network
processing method and apparatus, a core network, a
base station and a computer readable storage medium.
A core network side initiates an NG interface terminal
radio capability check request message to a master base
station, where the NG interface terminal radio capability
check request message includes terminal radio capabil-
ity information of a plurality of base stations accessed by
a terminal via dual-connectivity or multi-connectivity; and
then an NG interface terminal radio capability check re-
sponse message fed back by the master base station is
received, where the NG interface terminal radio capability
check response message at least carries indication in-
formation of whether the base stations support a specific
service. Thereby, the message interaction between the
core network side and the base station achieves the sup-
port of the specific service of the base stations accessed
by the terminal via the dual-connectivity or multi-connec-
tivity, thus providing convenience for the user to select
the corresponding base station to bear the specific serv-
ice and ensuring the user experience. Other features of
the embodiments of the present invention and corre-
sponding beneficial effects are set forth later in the de-
scription. It should be understood that at least part of the
beneficial effects becomes apparent from the description
of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0028]
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FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a 5G network com-
munication architecture;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of terminal radio capability de-
tection;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a 5G network com-
munication architecture;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a network processing method
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 5 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method between a core network side and a mas-
ter base station according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 6 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method between a master base station and a
secondary base station according to an embodiment
of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method between a master base station and a
secondary base station according to an embodiment
of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a network processing method
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;

FIG. 9 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 10 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 11 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 12 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 13 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 14 is a signal flow diagram of a network process-
ing method according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram illustrating compo-
sition of a network processing apparatus according

to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram illustrating compo-
sition of a network processing apparatus according
to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram illustrating compo-
sition of a core network according to an embodiment
of the present invention; and

FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram illustrating compo-
sition of a base station according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] For a 5G NG-RAN system, both a network side
and a UE optionally support a voice service. When one
of the network side and the UE cannot support the voice
service, fallback to a network of old RAT is adopted. A
terminal radio capability check procedure (as shown in
FIG. 2) at an NG interface is introduced into the 5G sys-
tem. Specifically, a 5GC control-plane entity AMF sends
a terminal radio capability check request message to an
NG-RAN Node (gNB or ng-eNB). Based on the terminal
radio capability check request message, the NG-RAN
Node determines whether UE radio capability and net-
work side function configuration which are currently in
service support an IMS Voice service. After the determi-
nation is completed, an IMS Voice Support Indicator is
returned to an AMF through a terminal radio capability
check response message. If the value of the IMS Voice
Support Indicator is taken as Supported, it indicates that
the AMF can directly establish and bear an IMS Voice
service for the UE in the 5G network. If the value of the
IMS Voice Support Indicator is taken as Not Supported,
it indicates that the AMF cannot directly establish and
bear the IMS Voice service in the 5G network for the UE
in the future, and an NG-RAN will also adopt the fallback
of the voice service from 5G to 4G/3G/2G network.
[0030] In a 5G system, UE supports single-connectivity
(SC) and dual/multi-connectivity (DC/MC) configuration
and operation functions. In the SC mode, the UE has
only one data transmission channel (radio link) in terms
of both air interface and network side. In the DC/MC
mode, the UE has two or more data transmission chan-
nels (radio links) over both air interface and network side.
For simplicity, the following example focuses on UE DC,
while single-connectivity is a special case of the dual-
connectivity when only a master node (MN) side is con-
sidered (all secondary data transmission channels/sec-
ondary radio links related to secondary nodes (SN) are
deleted), and the MC is further extension of the DC for
the configuration and operation of more links. In the DC
mode, two separate radio link connections (air interface
data transmission channels) can be respectively estab-
lished and maintained between the UE and two NG-RAN
base stations simultaneously over the air interface. One
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base station is referred to as the master base station
(master node, MN) and the other base station is referred
to as the secondary base station (secondary node, SN).
Two separate network side (NG-U) connections (network
data transmission channels) can be established and
maintained between the MN and a user-plane network
element entity UPF of the core network and between the
SN and this UPF simultaneously over the NG interfaces.
However, an NG-C connection can be maintained be-
tween only the MN and a control-plane network element
entity AMF of the core network. FIG. 3 illustrates related
architecture. In FIG. 3, a solid line represents control-
plane connections between different network element
nodes, which are used for transmitting network control
signaling, are represented by solid lines; and user-plane
connections between different network element nodes,
which are used for transmitting user service data, are
represented by dashed lines. The NG-U (MN) provides
a data transmission channel between the UPF and the
MN for transmitting uplink and downlink user service data
packets borne by anchors on PDU Session/QoS Flows
of the MN side. Similarly, the NG-U (SN) provides a data
transmission channel between the UPF and the SN for
transmitting uplink and downlink user service packets
borne by anchors on "shunted" PDU Session/QoS Flows
of the SN side. A plurality of data transmission channels
on the MN side and the SN side are interactively estab-
lished or modified through an NG-C + Xn-C control-plane
signaling procedure. It should be noted that, since there
is no NG-C control-plane connection between the SN
and an AMF/SMF, all configuration information on the
SN side must be interacted with the MN through an Xn-
C control-plane link or be forwarded to the AMF/SMF
through an MN relay.
[0031] To illustrate the objects, solutions and advan-
tages of the present invention clearer, embodiments of
the present invention are described in detail hereinafter
through various implementations in conjunction with
drawings. It is to be understood that the embodiments
described herein are merely intended to explain the
present invention, and are not intended to limit the
present invention.

First Embodiment

[0032] Reference is made to FIG. 4. FIG. 4 is a flow-
chart of a network processing method according to a first
embodiment of the present invention. The method in-
cludes the steps described below.
[0033] In step S401, a core network side initiates an
NG interface terminal radio capability check request
(NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST)
message to a master base station, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message in-
cludes terminal radio capability information of a plurality
of base stations accessed by a terminal via dual-connec-
tivity or multi-connectivity.
[0034] In step S402, an NG interface terminal radio

capability check response (NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABIL-
ITY CHECK RESPONSE) message fed back by the mas-
ter base station is received, where the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message at least car-
ries indication information of whether the base stations
support a specific service.
[0035] Reference is made to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 is a signal
flow diagram of a network processing method according
to an embodiment of the present invention, which relates
to an interactive procedure between the core network
side AMF on the core network side and the base station.
The acquisition of the specific service that can be borne
by the base station side is achieve through the NGAP:
UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message
and the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message between the core network side and
the base station, so that the master base station can al-
locate the current service accordingly.
[0036] In some embodiments, referring to FIG. 6, the
step of receiving the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message fed back by the master
base station may include the steps described below.
[0037] The master base station initiates an Xn interface
terminal radio capability check request (XnAP: UE RA-
DIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST) message to a
secondary base station, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at least
terminal radio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station. That is, if the sec-
ondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the
XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message includes terminal radio capability information,
i.e. UE NR radio capability, of a UE corresponding to NR;
if the secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-
eNB, the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message includes terminal radio capability in-
formation, i.e. UE E-UTRA radio capability, of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0038] The secondary base station feeds back an Xn
interface terminal radio capability check response
(XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE)
message to the master base station, where the XnAP:
UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
carries indication information of whether the secondary
base station supports a specific service. The "specific
service" includes at least an IMS Voice service. That is,
IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or
not supported is carried. The above related information
may be represented and borne by a single joint cell or a
plurality of independent cells. In embodiments of the
present invention, the term "joint cell" and the term "joint
indication information" hereinafter specifically refers to:
when one of the master base station (MN) or the sec-
ondary base station (SN) supports the "specific service",
the value of the IMS Voice Support Indicator is set to
supported; when neither the master base station (MN)
nor the secondary base station (SN) supports the "spe-
cific service", the value of the IMS Voice Support Indicator
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is set to not supported, there is thus no need to introduce
a separate new cell IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-
Node in this case.
[0039] The core network side receives the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
which is fed back by the master base station according
to the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message carries indica-
tion information of whether the master base station and
the secondary base station support the specific service
respectively, or joint indication information of whether the
master base station and the secondary base station sup-
port the specific service.
[0040] In some embodiments, the step in which the
secondary base station feeds back the XnAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to the mas-
ter base station may include a step described below.
[0041] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABIL-
ITY CHECK RESPONSE message. The indication infor-
mation of whether the UE supports the specific service
under different RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA
respectively is included.
[0042] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the secondary base station before
or after the core network side initiates the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the
master base station.
[0043] In some embodiments, referring to FIG. 7, the
step of receiving the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message fed back by the master
base station may include the steps described below.
[0044] The master base station initiates Xn interface
5G DC related procedure information to the secondary
base station, where the Xn interface 5G DC related pro-
cedure information includes at least terminal radio capa-
bility information of a corresponding type for the second-
ary base station. That is, if the secondary base station
(S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the Xn interface 5G DC re-
lated procedure information includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of the UE corresponding to NR; if the
secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-eNB,
the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure information
includes terminal radio capability information of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0045] The secondary base station feeds back Xn in-
terface 5G DC related procedure response information
to the master base station, where the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information carries indi-
cation information of whether the secondary base station
supports the specific service. The specific service in-
cludes at least the IMS Voice service. That is, IMS Voice
Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or not sup-
ported is carried. The above related information may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality

of independent cells.
[0046] The core network side receives the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
which is fed back by the master base station according
to the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure response
information, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message carries indication infor-
mation of whether the master base station and the sec-
ondary base station support the specific service respec-
tively, or joint indication information of whether the master
base station and the secondary base station support the
specific service.
[0047] In some embodiments, the step in which the
secondary base station feeds back the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information to the master
base station may include a step described below.
[0048] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the Xn interface 5G DC related
procedure response information. The indication informa-
tion of whether the UE supports the specific service under
different RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA respec-
tively is included.
[0049] In some embodiments, the Xn interface 5G DC
related procedure information includes any one of a sec-
ondary node addition request (S-NODE ADDITION RE-
QUEST) message and a secondary node modification
request (S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST) mes-
sage.
[0050] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE ADDITION REQUEST mes-
sage, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node addition
request acknowledge (S-NODE ADDITION REQUEST
ACKNOWLEDGE) message.
[0051] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST
message, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node modifica-
tion request acknowledge (S-NODE MODIFICATION
REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE) message.
[0052] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure infor-
mation to the secondary base station before or after the
core network side initiates the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the master base
station.
[0053] In some embodiments, the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at
least terminal radio capability information corresponding
to two different RATs including NR and E-UTRA. Option-
ally, the indication information corresponding to different
RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA of the UE, i.e.
UE NR Radio Capability and UE E-UTRA Radio Capa-
bility, is included. The above terminal radio capability in-
formation corresponding to the different RATs may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality
of independent cells.

9 10 
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[0054] In some embodiments, the specific service in-
cludes at least one of an IP multimedia subsystem (IMS)
voice service or an IMS video service.
[0055] According to the network processing method
provided in the embodiment of the present invention, a
core network side initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to a master base
station, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK REQUEST message includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of a plurality of base stations ac-
cessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or multi-con-
nectivity; and then an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message fed back by the master
base station is received, where the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message at least car-
ries indication information of whether the base stations
support a specific service. Thereby, the message inter-
action between the core network side and the base sta-
tion achieves the support of the specific service of the
base stations accessed by the terminal via the dual-con-
nectivity or multi-connectivity, thus providing conven-
ience for the user to select the corresponding base station
to bear the specific service and ensuring the user expe-
rience.

Second Embodiment

[0056] Reference is made to FIG. 8. FIG. 8 is a flow-
chart of a network processing method according to a sec-
ond embodiment of the present invention. The method
includes the steps described below.
[0057] In step S801, a master base station receives an
NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message initiated by a core network side, where the
NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message includes terminal radio capability information
of a plurality of base stations accessed by a terminal via
dual-connectivity or multi-connectivity.
[0058] In step S802, an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABIL-
ITY CHECK RESPONSE message is fed back to the
core network side, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK RESPONSE message at least carries
indication information of whether the base stations sup-
port a specific service.
[0059] In some embodiments, the step of feeding back
the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message to the core network side includes the
steps described below.
[0060] The master base station initiates an Xn interface
terminal radio capability check request (XnAP: UE RA-
DIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST) message to a
secondary base station, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at least
terminal radio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station. That is, if the sec-
ondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the
XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message includes terminal radio capability information,

i.e. UE NR radio capability, of a UE corresponding to NR;
if the secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-
eNB, the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message includes terminal radio capability in-
formation, i.e. UE E-UTRA radio capability, of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0061] The secondary base station feeds back an Xn
interface terminal radio capability check response
(XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE)
message to the master base station, where the XnAP:
UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
carries indication information of whether the secondary
base station supports a specific service. The "specific
service" includes at least an IMS Voice service. That is,
IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or
not supported is carried. The above related information
may be represented and borne by a single joint cell or a
plurality of independent cells. The term "joint cell" and
the term "joint indication information" hereinafter specif-
ically refers to: when one of the master base station (MN)
or the secondary base station (SN) supports the "specific
service", the value of the IMS Voice Support Indicator is
set to supported; when neither the master base station
(MN) nor the secondary base station (SN) supports the
"specific service", the value of the IMS Voice Support
Indicator is set to not supported, there is thus no need to
introduce a separate new cell IMS Voice Support Indica-
tor with S-Node in this case.
[0062] The NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK
RESPONSE message is fed back to the core network
side according to the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
carries indication information of whether the master base
station and the secondary base station support the spe-
cific service respectively, or joint indication information
of whether the master base station and the secondary
base station support the specific service.
[0063] In some embodiments, the step in which the
secondary base station feeds back the XnAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to the mas-
ter base station may include a step described below.
[0064] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABIL-
ITY CHECK RESPONSE message. The indication infor-
mation of whether the UE supports the specific service
under different RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA
respectively is included.
[0065] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the secondary base station before
or after the core network side initiates the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the
master base station.
[0066] In some embodiments, the step of feeding back
the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message to the core network side may include
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the steps described below.
[0067] The master base station initiates Xn interface
5G DC related procedure information to the secondary
base station, where the Xn interface 5G DC related pro-
cedure information includes at least terminal radio capa-
bility information of a corresponding type for the second-
ary base station. That is, if the secondary base station
(S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the Xn interface 5G DC re-
lated procedure information includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of the UE corresponding to NR; if the
secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-eNB,
the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure information
includes terminal radio capability information of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0068] The secondary base station feeds back Xn in-
terface 5G DC related procedure response information
to the master base station, where the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information carries indi-
cation information of whether the secondary base station
supports the specific service. The specific service in-
cludes at least the IMS Voice service. That is, IMS Voice
Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or not sup-
ported is carried. The above related information may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality
of independent cells.
[0069] The NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK
RESPONSE message is fed back to the core network
side according to the Xn interface 5G DC related proce-
dure response information, where the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message carries in-
dication information of whether the master base station
and the secondary base station support the specific serv-
ice respectively, or joint indication information of whether
the master base station and the secondary base station
support the specific service.
[0070] In some embodiments, the step in which the
secondary base station feeds back the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information to the master
base station may include a step described below.
[0071] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the Xn interface 5G DC related
procedure response information. The indication informa-
tion of whether the UE supports the specific service under
different RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA respec-
tively is included.
[0072] In some embodiments, the Xn interface 5G DC
related procedure information includes any one of a sec-
ondary node addition request (S-NODE ADDITION RE-
QUEST) message and a secondary node modification
request (S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST) mes-
sage.
[0073] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE ADDITION REQUEST mes-
sage, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node addition
request acknowledge (S-NODE ADDITION REQUEST
ACKNOWLEDGE) message.

[0074] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST
message, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node modifica-
tion request acknowledge (S-NODE MODIFICATION
REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE) message.
[0075] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure infor-
mation to the secondary base station before or after the
core network side initiates the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the master base
station.
[0076] In some embodiments, the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at
least terminal radio capability information corresponding
to two different RATs including NR and E-UTRA. Option-
ally, the indication information corresponding to different
RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA of the UE, i.e.
UE NR Radio Capability and UE E-UTRA Radio Capa-
bility, is included. The above terminal radio capability in-
formation corresponding to the different RATs may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality
of independent cells.
[0077] In some embodiments, the specific service in-
cludes at least one of an IP multimedia subsystem (IMS)
voice service or an IMS video service.
[0078] According to the network processing method
provided in the embodiment of the present invention, a
core network side initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to a master base
station, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK REQUEST message includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of a plurality of base stations ac-
cessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or multi-con-
nectivity; and then an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message fed back by the master
base station is received, where the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message at least car-
ries indication information of whether the base stations
support a specific service. Thereby, the message inter-
action between the core network side and the base sta-
tion achieves the support of the specific service of the
base stations accessed by the terminal via the dual-con-
nectivity or multi-connectivity, thus providing conven-
ience for the user to select the corresponding base station
to bear the specific service and ensuring the user expe-
rience.

Third Embodiment

[0079] Reference is made to FIG. 9. FIG. 9 is a signal
flow diagram of a network processing method according
to this embodiment.
[0080] In this embodiment, a UE supports NGEN-DC
configuration and operation, and local functions and ca-
pability sets of the UE, a master base station (MeNB)
and a secondary base station (SgNB) also support an
IMS Voice service.
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[0081] In step S901, the UE is in a single-connectivity
active state of the MeNB at first, then enters into coverage
of a serving cell of the SgNB, and prepares to enter the
NGEN-DC configuration and operation.
[0082] In step S902, the MeNB determines that the
MeNB needs to establish the NGEN-DC operation with
the target SgNB based on radio resource management
(RRM) measurement and reporting of the UE, and the
MeNB sends an SN Addition Request message to a tar-
get SgNB, where the SN Addition Request message in-
cludes necessary SCG configuration assistance param-
eters, and at least further includes terminal radio capa-
bility information (UE NR Radio Capability) related to the
UE corresponding to NR.
[0083] In step S903, the SgNB returns an SN Addition
Request Acknowledge message to the MeNB, where the
SN Addition Request Acknowledge message includes
necessary SCG configuration result information, and at
least further includes capability indication information of
whether the SgNB supports the IMS Voice service, such
as: IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-Node = support-
ed.
[0084] In step S904, the MeNB configures the UE to
enter the NGEN-DC operation, and the UE establishes
radio links with the MeNB and the SgNB at the same
time. Since the MeNB knows that the SgNB supports the
IMS Voice service, the MeNB may subsequently shunt
PDU Session/QoS Flows including the IMS Voice service
to the SgNB for bearing a service.
[0085] In step S905, an AMF/SMF prepares to initiate
the IMS Voice service. For security, the AMF/SMF first
initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the MeNB, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message in-
cludes terminal radio capability information related to the
UE corresponding to E-UTRA and NR.
[0086] In step S906, according to the previous deter-
mination inside the MeNB that both the master base sta-
tion and the secondary base station support the IMS
Voice service capability, an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK RESPONSE message is returned to the
AMF/SMF, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message includes the capability in-
dication information indicating support of the current
serving MeNB and SgNB to the IMS Voice service re-
spectively, for example: IMS Voice Support Indicator =
supported represents that the MeNB supports the IMS
Voice service!; and IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-
Node = supported represents that the SgNB supports the
IMS Voice service!.
[0087] In step S907, upon receipt of respective capa-
bility information indicating the support to the IMS Voice
service of the current master base station and the current
secondary base station, the AMF/SMF subsequently in-
itiates a PDU Session Resource Setup procedure includ-
ing the IMS Voice service, and the MeNB determines
when to shunt the PDU Session/QoS Flows including the
IMS Voice service to the SgNB for bearing according to

the capability indication of the IMS Voice Support Indi-
cator with S-Node = supported and other RRM reference
information (e.g., radio link coverage quality, node load
of the master base station, and node load of the second-
ary base station) in the step S903.

Fourth Embodiment

[0088] Reference is made to FIG. 10. FIG. 10 is a signal
flow diagram of a network processing method according
to this embodiment.
[0089] In this embodiment, a UE supports NGEN-DC
configuration and operation, and local functions and ca-
pability sets of the UE and a secondary base station
(SgNB) also support an IMS Video service, and a master
base station MeNB does not support the IMS Video serv-
ice.
[0090] In step S1001, the UE is in a single-connectivity
active state with the MeNB at first, then enters into cov-
erage of a serving cell of the SgNB, and prepares to enter
the NGEN-DC configuration and operation.
[0091] In step S1002, the MeNB determines that the
MeNB needs to establish the NGEN-DC operation with
the target SgNB based on RRM measurement and re-
porting of the UE, and the MeNB sends an SN Addition
Request message to a target SgNB, where the SN Ad-
dition Request message includes necessary SCG con-
figuration assistance parameters, and at least further in-
cludes terminal radio capability information (UE NR Ra-
dio Capability) related to the UE corresponding to NR.
[0092] In step S1003, the SgNB returns an SN Addition
Request Acknowledge message to the MeNB, where the
SN Addition Request Acknowledge message includes
necessary SCG configuration result information, and at
least further includes capability indication information of
whether the SgNB supports the IMS Video service, such
as: IMS Video Support Indicator with S-Node = support-
ed.
[0093] In step S1004, the MeNB configures the UE to
enter the NGEN-DC operation, and the UE establishes
radio links with the MeNB and the SgNB at the same
time. Since the MeNB knows that the SgNB supports the
IMS Video service, the MeNB may subsequently shunt
PDU Session/QoS Flows including the IMS Video service
to the SgNB for bearing a service.
[0094] In step S 1005, an AMF/SMF prepares to initiate
the IMS Video service. For security, the AMF/SMF first
initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the MeNB, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message con-
tains terminal radio capability information related to the
UE corresponding to E-UTRA and NR.
[0095] In step S1006, according to the previous deter-
mination inside the MeNB that the master base station
MeNB does not support the IMS Video service capability
while the secondary base station SgNB supports the IMS
Video service capability, an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK RESPONSE message is returned to the
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AMF/SMF, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message includes the capability in-
dication information indicating support of the current
serving MeNB and SgNB to the IMS Video service re-
spectively, for example: IMS Video Support Indicator =
not supported represents that the MeNB does not support
the IMS Video service!; IMS Video Support Indicator with
S-Node = supported represents that the SgNB supports
the IMS Video service!.
[0096] In step S 1007, upon receipt of respective ca-
pability information indicating the support of the current
master base station and the secondary base station to
the IMS Video service, the AMF/SMF subsequently ini-
tiates a PDU Session Resource Setup procedure includ-
ing the IMS Video service, and the MeNB determines to
immediately shunt the PDU Session/QoS Flows includ-
ing the IMS Voice service to the SgNB for bearing ac-
cording to the capability indication of the IMS Video Sup-
port Indicator with S-Node = supported and other RRM
reference information
[0097] (e.g., radio link coverage quality, node load of
the master base station, and node load of the secondary
base stations) in step S1003.

Fifth Embodiment

[0098] Reference is made to FIG. 11. FIG. 11 is a signal
flow diagram of a network processing method according
to this embodiment.
[0099] In this embodiment, a UE supports NE-DC con-
figuration and operation, and local functions and capa-
bility sets of the UE, a master base station (MgNB) and
a secondary base station (SeNB) also support an IMS
Voice service.
[0100] In step S1101, the UE is already in an NE-DC
active state with the MgNB and an NE-DC active state
with the SeNB.
[0101] In step S 1102, the MgNB determines that cur-
rent SCG configuration in the SeNB needs to be updated
and modified based on RRM measurement and reporting
of the UE, and the MgNB sends an SN Modification Re-
quest message to the SeNB, where the SN Modification
Request message includes necessary SCG reconfigu-
ration assistance parameters, and at least further in-
cludes terminal radio capability information UE E-UTRA
Radio Capability related to the UE corresponding to E-
UTRA.
[0102] In step S1103, the SeNB returns an SN Modi-
fication Request Acknowledge message to the MgNB,
where the SN Modification Request Acknowledge in-
cludes necessary SCG reconfiguration result informa-
tion, and at least further includes capability indication in-
formation of whether the SeNB supports the IMS Voice
service, such as: IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-
Node = supported.
[0103] In step S1104, the MgNB reconfigures the UE
to enter the NE-DC operation. Since the MgNB knows
that the SeNB supports the IMS Voice service, the MgNB

may subsequently shunt PDU Session/QoS Flows in-
cluding the IMS Voice service to the SeNB for bearing a
service.
[0104] In step S1105, an AMF/SMF prepares to initiate
the IMS Voice service. For security, the AMF/SMF first
initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the MgNB, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message con-
tains terminal radio capability information related to the
UE corresponding to E-UTRA and NR.
[0105] In step S1106, according to the previous deter-
mination inside the MgNB that both the master base sta-
tion and the secondary base station support the IMS
Voice service capability, an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK RESPONSE message is returned to the
AMF/SMF, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message includes the capability in-
dication information indicating support of the current
serving MgNB and SeNB to the IMS Voice service re-
spectively, for example: IMS Voice Support Indicator =
supported represents that the MgNB supports the IMS
Voice service!; IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-Node
= supported represents that the SeNB supports the IMS
Voice service!.
[0106] In step S1107, upon receipt of respective capa-
bility information indicating the support of the current
master base station and the secondary base station to
the IMS Voice service, the AMF/SMF subsequently initi-
ates a PDU Session Resource Setup procedure including
the IMS Voice service, and the MgNB determines when
to shunt the PDU Session/QoS Flows including the IMS
Voice service to the SeNB for bearing according to the
new capability indication of the IMS Voice Support Indi-
cator with S-Node = supported and other RRM reference
information (e.g., radio link coverage quality, node load
of the master base station, and node load of the second-
ary base station) in step S1103.

Sixth Embodiment

[0107] Reference is made to FIG. 12. FIG. 12 is a signal
flow diagram of a network processing method according
to this embodiment.
[0108] In this embodiment, a UE supports NE-DC con-
figuration and operation, and local functions and capa-
bility sets of the UE and a master base station (MgNB)
also support an IMS Video service, and a secondary base
station SgNB does not support the IMS Video service.
[0109] In step S1201, the UE is already in an NE-DC
active state with the MgNB and an NE-DC active state
with the SeNB.
[0110] In step S1202, the MgNB determines that cur-
rent SCG configuration in the SeNB needs to be updated
and modified based on RRM measurement and reporting
of the UE, and the MgNB sends an SN Modification Re-
quest message to the SeNB, where the SN Modification
Request message includes necessary SCG reconfigu-
ration assistance parameters, and at least further in-
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cludes terminal radio capability information UE E-UTRA
Radio Capability related to the UE corresponding to E-
UTRA.
[0111] In step S1203, the SeNB returns an SN Modi-
fication Request Acknowledge message to the MgNB,
where the SN Modification Request Acknowledge mes-
sage includes necessary SCG reconfiguration result in-
formation, and at least further includes capability indica-
tion information of whether the SeNB supports the IMS
Video service, such as: IMS Video Support Indicator with
S-Node = supported.
[0112] In step S1204, the MgNB reconfigures the UE
to enter the NE-DC operation. Since the MgNB knows
that SeNB does not support the IMS Video service, the
MgNB will not shunt PDU Session/QoS Flows including
the IMS Video service to the SeNB for bearing a service.
[0113] In step S 1205, an AMF/SMF prepares to initiate
the IMS Video service. For security, the AMF/SMF first
initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the MgNB, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message con-
tains terminal radio capability information related to the
UE corresponding to E-UTRA and NR.
[0114] In step S1206, according to the previous deter-
mination inside the MgNB that the master base station
MgNB supports the IMS Video service capability and the
secondary base station SeNB does not support the IMS
Video service capability, the MgNB returns an NGAP:
UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
to the AMF/SMF, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK RESPONSE message includes the ca-
pability indication information indicating support of the
current serving MgNB and SeNB to the IMS Video service
respectively, for example: IMS Video Support Indicator
= supported represents that the MgNB supports the IMS
Video service!; and IMS Video Support Indicator with S-
Node = not supported represents that the SeNB does not
support the IMS Video service!.
[0115] In step S 1207, upon receipt of respective ca-
pability information indicating the support of the current
master base station and the secondary base station to
the IMS Video service, the AMF/SMF subsequently ini-
tiates a PDU Session Resource Setup procedure includ-
ing the IMS Video service, and the MgNB determines
that the PDU Session/QoS Flows including the IMS Video
service cannot be shunted to the SeNB for bearing and
can only be borne locally by the MgNB according to the
new capability indication of the IMS Video Support Indi-
cator with S-Node = not supported and other RRM ref-
erence information (e.g., radio link coverage quality,
node load of the master base station, and node load of
the secondary base station) in step S1203.

Seventh Embodiment

[0116] Reference is made to FIG. 13. FIG. 13 is a signal
flow diagram of a network processing method according
to this embodiment.

[0117] In this embodiment, a UE supports NGEN-DC
configuration and operation, and local functions and ca-
pability sets of the UE, an MeNB and an SgNB support
an IMS Voice service.
[0118] In step S1301, the UE is already in an NGEN-
DC active state with the MeNB and an NGEN-DC active
state with the SgNB.
[0119] In step S1302, an AMF/SMF prepares to initiate
the IMS Voice service. For security, the AMF/SMF first
initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the MeNB, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message con-
tains terminal radio capability information related to the
UE corresponding to E-UTRA and NR.
[0120] In step S1303, the MeNB further sends an
XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message to the SgNB, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK REQUEST message contains termi-
nal radio capability information related to the UE corre-
sponding to NR.
[0121] In step S1304, the SgNB returns an XnAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to
the MeNB, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message contains capability indi-
cation information of whether the SgNB support the IMS
Voice, such as: IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-Node
= supported.
[0122] In step S1305, according to the previous deter-
mination inside the MeNB that the master base station
MeNB supports the IMS Voice capability and the sec-
ondary base station SgNB also supports the IMS Voice
capability, the MeNB returns an NGAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to the
AMF/SMF, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message includes the capability in-
dication information indicating support of the current
serving MeNB and SgNB to the capability indication in-
formation of the IMS Voice respectively, for example: IMS
Voice Support Indicator = supported represents that the
MeNB supports the IMS Voice service!; and IMS Voice
Support Indicator with S-Node = supported represents
that the SgNB supports the IMS Voice service!.
[0123] In step S1306, upon receipt of respective capa-
bility information indicating the support of the current
master base station and the secondary base station to
the IMS Voice, the AMF/SMF subsequently initiates a
PDU Session Resource Setup procedure including the
IMS Voice service, and the MeNB determines when to
shunt the PDU Session/QoS Flows including the IMS
Voice service to the SgNB for bearing according to the
capability indication of the IMS Voice Support Indicator
with S-Node = supported and other RRM reference in-
formation (e.g., radio link coverage quality, node load of
the master base station, and node load of the secondary
base station) in step S1304.
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Eighth Embodiment

[0124] Reference is made to FIG. 14. FIG. 14 is a signal
flow diagram of a network processing method according
to this embodiment.
[0125] In this embodiment, a UE supports NGEN-DC
configuration and operation, and local functions and ca-
pability sets of the UE and a secondary base station
(SgNB) support an IMS Video service, and a master base
station MeNB does not support the IMS Video service.
[0126] In step S1401, the UE is already in an NGEN-
DC active state with the MeNB and an NGEN-DC active
state with the SgNB.
[0127] In step S1402, an AMF/SMF prepares to initiate
the IMS Video service. For security, the AMF/SMF first
initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the MeNB, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message con-
tains terminal radio capability information related to the
UE corresponding to E-UTRA and NR.
[0128] In step S 1403, the MeNB further sends an
XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message to the SgNB, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK REQUEST message contains termi-
nal radio capability information related to the UE corre-
sponding to NR.
[0129] In step S1404, the SgNB returns an XnAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to
the MeNB, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message contains capability indi-
cation information of whether the SgNB supports the IMS
Video, such as: IMS Video Support Indicator with S-Node
= supported.
[0130] In step S1405, according to the previous deter-
mination inside the MeNB that the master base station
MeNB does support the IMS Video capability while the
secondary base station SgNB supports the IMS Video
capability, the MeNB returns an NGAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to the
AMF/SMF, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message includes the capability in-
dication information indicating support of the current
serving MeNB and SgNB support the IMS Video respec-
tively, for example: IMS Video Support Indicator = not
supported represents that the MeNB does not support
the IMS Video capability!; IMS Video Support Indicator
with S-Node = supported represents that the SgNB sup-
ports the IMS Video capability!.
[0131] In step S1406, upon receipt of respective capa-
bility information indicating the support of the current
master base station and the secondary base station to
the IMS Video, the AMF/SMF subsequently initiates a
PDU Session Resource Setup procedure including the
IMS Video service, and the MeNB determines that the
MeNB immediately shunts the PDU Session/QoS Flows
including the IMS Video service to the SgNB for bearing
according to the capability indication of the IMS Video
Support Indicator with S-Node = supported and other

RRM reference information (e.g., radio link coverage
quality, node load of the master base station, and node
load of the secondary base station) in step S1404.

Ninth Embodiment

[0132] Reference is made to FIG. 15. FIG. 15 is a sche-
matic diagram illustrating composition of a network
processing apparatus according to a ninth embodiment
of the present invention. The apparatus includes a re-
quest initiating module 151 and a response receiving
module 152.
[0133] The request initiating module 151 is configured
to initiate an NG interface terminal radio capability check
request (NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST) message to a master base station, where the
NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message includes terminal radio capability information
of a plurality of base stations accessed by a terminal via
dual-connectivity or multi-connectivity.
[0134] The response receiving module 152 is config-
ured to receive an NG interface terminal radio capability
check response (NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE) message fed back by the master
base station, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message at least carries indication
information of whether the base stations support a spe-
cific service.
[0135] In some embodiments, the step of receiving the
NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE
message fed back by the master base station may in-
clude the steps described below.
[0136] The master base station initiates an Xn interface
terminal radio capability check request (XnAP: UE RA-
DIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST) message to a
secondary base station, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at least
terminal radio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station. That is, if the sec-
ondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the
XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message includes terminal radio capability information,
i.e. UE NR radio capability, of a UE corresponding to NR;
if the secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-
eNB, the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message includes terminal radio capability in-
formation, i.e. UE E-UTRA radio capability, of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0137] The secondary base station feeds back an Xn
interface terminal radio capability check response
(XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE)
message to the master base station, where the XnAP:
UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
carries indication information of whether the secondary
base station supports a specific service. The "specific
service" includes at least an IMS Voice service. That is,
IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or
not supported is carried. The above related information
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may be represented and borne by the single joint cell or
the plurality of independent cells. The term "joint cell" and
the term "joint indication information" hereinafter specif-
ically refers to: when one of the master base station (MN)
or the secondary base station (SN) can support the "spe-
cific service", the value of the IMS Voice Support Indicator
is set to supported; when neither the master base station
(MN) nor the secondary base station (SN) supports the
"specific service", the value of the IMS Voice Support
Indicator is set to not supported, there is thus no need to
introduce a separate new cell IMS Voice Support Indica-
tor with S-Node in this case.
[0138] The core network side receives the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
which is fed back by the master base station according
to the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message carries indica-
tion information of whether the master base station and
the secondary base station support the specific service
respectively, or joint indication information of whether the
master base station and the secondary base station sup-
port the specific service.
[0139] In some embodiments, the step in which the
secondary base station feeds back the XnAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to the mas-
ter base station may include a step described below.
[0140] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABIL-
ITY CHECK RESPONSE message. The indication infor-
mation of whether the UE supports the specific service
under different RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA
is included.
[0141] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the secondary base station before
or after the core network side initiates the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the
master base station.
[0142] In some embodiments, the step of receiving the
NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE
message fed back by the master base station may in-
clude the steps described below.
[0143] The master base station initiates Xn interface
5G DC related procedure information to the secondary
base station, where the Xn interface 5G DC related pro-
cedure information includes at least terminal radio capa-
bility information of a corresponding type for the second-
ary base station. That is, if the secondary base station
(S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the Xn interface 5G DC re-
lated procedure information includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of the UE corresponding to NR; if the
secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-eNB,
the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure information
includes terminal radio capability information of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0144] The secondary base station feeds back Xn in-

terface 5G DC related procedure response information
to the master base station, where the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information carries indi-
cation information of whether the secondary base station
supports the specific service. The specific service in-
cludes at least the IMS Voice service. That is, IMS Voice
Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or not sup-
ported is carried. The above related information may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality
of independent cells.
[0145] The core network side receives the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message fed
back by the master base station according to the Xn in-
terface 5G DC related procedure response information,
where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message carries indication information of
whether the master base station and the secondary base
station support the specific service respectively, or joint
indication information of whether the master base station
and the secondary base station support the specific serv-
ice.
[0146] In some embodiments, the step in which the
secondary base station feeds back the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information to the master
base station may include a step described below.
[0147] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the Xn interface 5G DC related
procedure response information. The indication informa-
tion of whether the UE supports the specific service under
different RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA respec-
tively is included.
[0148] In some embodiments, the Xn interface 5G DC
related procedure information includes any one of a sec-
ondary node addition request (S-NODE ADDITION RE-
QUEST)message and a secondary node modification re-
quest (S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST) message.
[0149] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST
message, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node addition
request acknowledge (S-NODE ADDITION REQUEST
ACKNOWLEDGE) message.
[0150] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST
message, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node modifica-
tion request acknowledge (S-NODE MODIFICATION
REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE) message.
[0151] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure infor-
mation to the secondary base station before or after the
core network side initiates the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the master base
station.
[0152] In some embodiments, the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at
least terminal radio capability information corresponding
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to two different RATs including NR and E-UTRA. Option-
ally, the indication information corresponding to different
RATs including at least NR the E-UTRA of the UE, i.e.
UE NR Radio Capability and UE E-UTRA Radio Capa-
bility, is included. The above terminal radio capability in-
formation corresponding to the different RATs may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality
of independent cells.
[0153] In some embodiments, the specific service in-
cludes at least one of an IP multimedia subsystem (IMS)
voice service or an IMS video service.
[0154] According to the network processing apparatus
provided in the embodiment of the present invention, a
core network side initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to a master base
station, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK REQUEST message includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of a plurality of base stations ac-
cessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or multi-con-
nectivity; and then an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message fed back by the master
base station is received, where the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message at least car-
ries indication information of whether the base stations
support a specific service. Thereby, the message inter-
action between the core network side and the base sta-
tion achieves the support of the specific service of the
base stations accessed by the terminal via the dual-con-
nectivity or multi-connectivity, thus providing conven-
ience for the user to select the corresponding base station
to bear the specific service and ensuring the user expe-
rience.

Tenth Embodiment

[0155] Reference is made to FIG. 16. FIG. 16 is a sche-
matic diagram illustrating composition of a network
processing apparatus according to a tenth embodiment
of the present invention. The apparatus includes a re-
quest receiving module 161 and a response sending
module 162.
[0156] The request receiving module 161 is configured
to receive an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK
REQUEST message initiated by a core network side,
where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message includes terminal radio capability in-
formation of a plurality of base stations accessed by a
terminal via dual-connectivity or multi-connectivity.
[0157] The response sending module 162 is config-
ured to feed back an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message to the core network side,
where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message at least carries indication information
of whether the base stations support a specific service.
[0158] In some embodiments, the step of feeding back
the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message to the core network side includes the
steps described below.

[0159] The master base station initiates an Xn interface
terminal radio capability check request (XnAP: UE RA-
DIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST) message to a
secondary base station, where the XnAP: UE RADIO CA-
PABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at least
terminal radio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station. That is, if the sec-
ondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the
XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST
message includes terminal radio capability information,
i.e. UE NR radio capability, of a UE corresponding to NR;
if the secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-
eNB, the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message includes terminal radio capability in-
formation, i.e. UE E-UTRA radio capability, of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0160] The secondary base station feeds back an Xn
interface terminal radio capability check response
(XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE)
message to the master base station, where the XnAP:
UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
carries indication information of whether the secondary
base station supports a specific service. The "specific
service" includes at least an IMS Voice service. That is,
IMS Voice Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or
not supported is carried. The above related information
may be represented and borne by a single joint cell or a
plurality of independent cells. The term "joint cell" and
the term "joint indication information" hereinafter specif-
ically refers to: when one of the master base station (MN)
or the secondary base station (SN) supports the "specific
service", the value of the IMS Voice Support Indicator is
set to supported; when neither the master base station
(MN) nor the secondary base station (SN) supports the
"specific service", the value of the IMS Voice Support
Indicator is set to not supported, there is thus no need to
introduce a separate new cell IMS Voice Support Indica-
tor with S-Node in this case.
[0161] The NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK
RESPONSE message is fed back to the core network
side according to the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message, where the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message
carries indication information of whether the master base
station and the secondary base station support the spe-
cific service respectively, or joint indication information
of whether the master base station and the secondary
base station support the specific service.
[0162] In some embodiments, the step in which the
secondary base station feeds back the XnAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message to the mas-
ter base station may include a step described below.
[0163] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABIL-
ITY CHECK RESPONSE message. The indication infor-
mation of whether the UE supports the specific service
under different RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA
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respectively is included.
[0164] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the XnAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
QUEST message to the secondary base station before
or after the core network side initiates the NGAP: UE
RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the
master base station.
[0165] In some embodiments, the step of feeding back
the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK RE-
SPONSE message to the core network side may include
the steps described below.
[0166] The master base station initiates Xn interface
5G DC related procedure information to the secondary
base station, where the Xn interface 5G DC related pro-
cedure information includes at least terminal radio capa-
bility information of a corresponding type for the second-
ary base station. That is, if the secondary base station
(S-NG-RAN node) is a gNB, the Xn interface 5G DC re-
lated procedure information includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of the UE corresponding to NR; if the
secondary base station (S-NG-RAN node) is an ng-eNB,
the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure information
includes terminal radio capability information of the UE
corresponding to E-UTRA.
[0167] The secondary base station feeds back Xn in-
terface 5G DC related procedure response information
to the master base station, where the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information carries indi-
cation information of whether the secondary base station
supports the specific service. The specific service in-
cludes at least the IMS Voice service. That is, IMS Voice
Support Indicator with S-Node = supported or not sup-
ported is carried. The above related information may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality
of independent cells.
[0168] The NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY CHECK
RESPONSE message is fed back to the core network
side according to the Xn interface 5G DC related proce-
dure response information, where the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message carries in-
dication information of whether the master base station
and the secondary base station support the specific serv-
ice respectively, or joint indication information of whether
the master base station and the secondary base station
support the specific service.
[0169] In some embodiments, feeding back, by the
secondary base station, the Xn interface 5G DC related
procedure response information to the master base sta-
tion may include a step described below.
[0170] Indication information of whether the terminal
supports the specific service under different RATs re-
spectively is carried in the Xn interface 5G DC related
procedure response information. The indication informa-
tion of whether the UE supports the specific service re-
spectively under different RATs including at least NR and
E-UTRA respectively is included.
[0171] In some embodiments, the Xn interface 5G DC
related procedure information includes any one of a sec-

ondary node addition request (S-NODE ADDITION RE-
QUEST) message and a secondary node modification
request (S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST) mes-
sage.
[0172] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE ADDITION REQUEST mes-
sage, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node addition
request acknowledge (S-NODE ADDITION REQUEST
ACKNOWLEDGE) message.
[0173] When the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure
information is the S-NODE MODIFICATION REQUEST
message, the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information includes a secondary node modifica-
tion request acknowledge (S-NODE MODIFICATION
REQUEST ACKNOWLEDGE) message.
[0174] In some embodiments, the master base station
initiates the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure infor-
mation to the secondary base station before or after the
core network side initiates the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to the master base
station.
[0175] In some embodiments, the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK REQUEST message includes at
least terminal radio capability information corresponding
to two different RATs including NR and E-UTRA. Option-
ally, the indication information corresponding to different
RATs including at least NR and E-UTRA of the UE, i.e.
UE NR Radio Capability and UE E-UTRA Radio Capa-
bility, is included. The above terminal radio capability in-
formation corresponding to the different RATs may be
represented and borne by a single joint cell or a plurality
of independent cells.
[0176] In some embodiments, the specific service in-
cludes at least one of an IP multimedia subsystem (IMS)
voice service or an IMS video service.
[0177] According to the network processing apparatus
provided in the embodiment of the present invention, a
core network side initiates an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPA-
BILITY CHECK REQUEST message to a master base
station, where the NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK REQUEST message includes terminal radio ca-
pability information of a plurality of base stations ac-
cessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or multi-con-
nectivity; and then an NGAP: UE RADIO CAPABILITY
CHECK RESPONSE message fed back by the master
base station is received, where the NGAP: UE RADIO
CAPABILITY CHECK RESPONSE message at least car-
ries indication information of whether the base stations
support a specific service. Thereby, the message inter-
action between the core network side and the base sta-
tion achieves the support of the specific service of the
base stations accessed by the terminal via the dual-con-
nectivity or multi-connectivity, thus providing conven-
ience for the user to select the corresponding base station
to bear the specific service and ensuring the user expe-
rience.
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Eleventh Embodiment

[0178] Reference is made to FIG. 17. FIG. 17 is a sche-
matic diagram illustrating composition of a core network
according to this embodiment. The core network includes
a first processor 171, a first memory 172 and a first com-
munication bus 173.
[0179] The first communication bus 173 is configured
to implement connection and communication between
the first processor 171 and the first memory 172.
[0180] The first processor 171 is configured to execute
a computer program stored in the first memory 172, so
as to perform processes of the network processing meth-
ods in various embodiments above of the present inven-
tion, which are not repeated here.

Twelfth Embodiment

[0181] Reference is made to FIG. 18. FIG. 18 is a sche-
matic diagram illustrating composition of a base station
according to this embodiment. The base station includes
a second processor 181, a second memory 182 and a
second communication bus 183.
[0182] The second communication bus 183 is config-
ured to implement connection and communication be-
tween the second processor 181 and the second memory
182.
[0183] The second processor 181 is configured to ex-
ecute a computer program stored in the second memory
182, so as to perform processes of the network process-
ing methods in various embodiments above of the
present invention, which are not repeated here.

Thirteenth Embodiment

[0184] This embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a computer readable storage medium. The com-
puter readable storage medium is configured to store one
or more computer programs executable by one or more
processor to implement the network processing methods
in various embodiments above, which are not repeated
here.
[0185] Apparently, it should be understood by those
skilled in the art that each of the modules or the steps in
the present invention above may be implemented by a
general-purpose computing device. The modules or the
steps may be concentrated on a single computing device
or distributed on a network composed of multiple com-
puting devices. Alternatively, the modules or the steps
may be implemented by program codes executable by
the computing devices, so that the modules or the steps
may be stored in a storage medium (such as a read-only
memory (ROM)/random access memory (RAM), a mag-
netic disk or an optical disk) and executed by the com-
puting devices. In some circumstances, the illustrated or
described steps may be executed in sequences different
from those described herein, or the modules or steps
may be made into various integrated circuit modules sep-

arately, or multiple modules or steps therein may be
made into a single integrated circuit module for imple-
mentation. Therefore, the present invention is not limited
to any particular combination of hardware and software.
[0186] The above content is a further detailed descrip-
tion of the present invention in conjunction with the spe-
cific embodiments, and the specific implementation of
the present invention is not limited to the description. For
those skilled in the art to which the present invention per-
tains, a number of simple deductions or substitutions not
departing from the concept of the present invention may
be made and should fall within the scope of the present
invention.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0187] The invention is applied to the technical field of
mobile communications, thereby the message interac-
tion between the core network side and the base station
achieves the support of the specific service of the base
stations accessed by the terminal via the dual-connec-
tivity or multi-connectivity, thus providing convenience
for the user to select the corresponding base station to
bear the specific service and ensuring the user experi-
ence.

Claims

1. A network processing method, comprising:

initiating, by a core network side, an NG inter-
face terminal radio capability check request
message to a master base station, wherein the
NG interface terminal radio capability check re-
quest message comprises terminal radio capa-
bility information of a plurality of base stations
accessed by a terminal via dual-connectivity or
multi-connectivity; and
receiving an NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check response message fed back by the
master base station, wherein the NG interface
terminal radio capability check response mes-
sage at least carries indication information of
whether the base stations support a specific
service under the dual-connectivity or the multi-
connectivity.

2. The network processing method of claim 1, wherein
receiving the NG interface terminal radio capability
check response message fed back by the master
base station comprises:

initiating, by the master base station, an Xn in-
terface terminal radio capability check request
message to a secondary base station, wherein
the Xn interface terminal radio capability check
request message comprises at least terminal ra-
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dio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station;
feeding back, by the secondary base station, an
Xn interface terminal radio capability check re-
sponse message to the master base station,
wherein the Xn interface terminal radio capabil-
ity check response message carries indication
information of whether the secondary base sta-
tion supports a specific service; and
receiving, by the core network side, the NG in-
terface terminal radio capability check response
message fed back by the master base station
according to the Xn interface terminal radio ca-
pability check response message, wherein the
NG interface terminal radio capability check re-
sponse message carries indication information
of whether the master base station and the sec-
ondary base station support the specific service
respectively, or joint indication information of
whether the master base station and the sec-
ondary base station support specific service.

3. The network processing method of claim 2, wherein
feeding back, by the secondary base station, the Xn
interface terminal radio capability check response
message to the master base station comprises:
carrying, in the Xn interface terminal radio capability
check response message, indication information of
whether the terminal supports the specific service
respectively under different radio access type (RAT)
systems.

4. The network processing method of claim 2, wherein
the master base station initiates the Xn interface ter-
minal radio capability check request message to the
secondary base station before or after the core net-
work side initiates the NG interface terminal radio
capability check request message to the master
base station.

5. The network processing method of claim 1, wherein
receiving the NG interface terminal radio capability
check response message fed back by the master
base station comprises:

initiating, by the master base station, Xn inter-
face 5G dual-connectivity (DC) related proce-
dure information to a secondary base station,
wherein the Xn interface 5G DC related proce-
dure information comprises at least terminal ra-
dio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station;
feeding back, by the secondary base station, Xn
interface 5G DC related procedure response in-
formation to the master base station, wherein
the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information carries indication informa-
tion of whether the secondary base station sup-

ports a specific service; and
receiving, by the core network side, the NG in-
terface terminal radio capability check response
message fed back by the master base station
according to the Xn interface 5G DC related pro-
cedure response information, wherein the NG
interface terminal radio capability check re-
sponse message carries indication information
of whether the master base station and the sec-
ondary base station support the specific service
respectively, or joint indication information of
whether the master base station and the sec-
ondary base station support the specific service.

6. The network processing method of claim 5, wherein
feeding back, by the secondary base station, the Xn
interface 5G DC related procedure response infor-
mation to the master base station comprises:
carrying, in the Xn interface 5G DC related flow re-
sponse information, indication information of wheth-
er the terminal supports the specific service respec-
tively under different RAT systems.

7. The network processing method of claim 5, wherein
the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure informa-
tion comprises any one of a secondary node addition
request message and a secondary node modifica-
tion request message;
in a case where the Xn interface 5G DC related pro-
cedure information is the secondary node addition
request message, the Xn interface 5G DC related
procedure response information comprises a sec-
ondary node addition request acknowledge mes-
sage; and
in a case where the Xn interface 5G DC related pro-
cedure information is the secondary node modifica-
tion request message, the Xn interface 5G DC relat-
ed procedure response information comprises a sec-
ondary node modification request acknowledge
message.

8. The network processing method of claim 5, wherein
the master base station initiates the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure information to the secondary
base station before or after the core network side
initiates the NG interface terminal radio capability
check request message to the master base station.

9. The network processing method of any one of claims
1 to 8, wherein the NG interface terminal radio ca-
pability check request message comprises at least
terminal radio capability information corresponding
to two different RAT systems including new radio
(NR) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Ac-
cess (E-UTRA).

10. The network processing method of any one of claims
1 to 8, wherein the specific service comprises at least
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one of an IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) voice serv-
ice or an IMS video service.

11. A network processing method, comprising:

receiving, by a master base station, an NG in-
terface terminal radio capability check request
message initiated by a core network side,
wherein the NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check request message comprises termi-
nal radio capability information of a plurality of
base stations accessed by a terminal via dual-
connectivity or a multi-connectivity; and
feeding back an NG interface terminal radio ca-
pability check response message to the core
network side, wherein the NG interface terminal
radio capability check response message at
least carries indication information of whether
the base stations support a specific service un-
der the dual-connectivity or the multi-connectiv-
ity.

12. The network processing method of claim 11, wherein
feeding back the NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check response message to the core network
side comprises:

initiating, by the master base station, an Xn in-
terface terminal radio capability check request
message to a secondary base station, wherein
the Xn interface terminal radio capability check
request message comprises at least terminal ra-
dio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station;
feeding back, by the secondary base station, an
Xn interface terminal radio capability check re-
sponse message to the master base station,
wherein the Xn interface terminal radio capabil-
ity check response message carries indication
information of whether the secondary base sta-
tion supports a specific service; and
feeding back the NG interface terminal radio ca-
pability check response message to the core
network side according to the Xn interface ter-
minal radio capability check response message,
wherein the NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check response message carries indica-
tion information of whether the master base sta-
tion and the secondary base station support spe-
cific service respectively, or joint indication in-
formation of whether the master base station
and the secondary base station support the spe-
cific service.

13. The network processing method of claim 11, wherein
feeding back the NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check response message to the core network
side comprises:

initiating, by the master base station, Xn inter-
face 5G dual-connectivity (DC) related proce-
dure information to a secondary base station,
wherein the Xn interface 5G DC related proce-
dure information comprises at least terminal ra-
dio capability information of a corresponding
type for the secondary base station;
feeding back, by the secondary base station, Xn
interface 5G DC related procedure response in-
formation to the master base station, wherein
the Xn interface 5G DC related procedure re-
sponse information carries indication informa-
tion of whether the secondary base station sup-
ports a specific service; and
feeding back the NG interface terminal radio ca-
pability check response message to the core
network side according to the Xn interface 5G
DC related procedure response information,
wherein the NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check response message carries indica-
tion information of whether the master base sta-
tion and the secondary base station support the
specific service respectively, or joint indication
information of whether the master base station
and the secondary base station support the spe-
cific service.

14. A network processing apparatus, comprising:

a request initiating module, which is configured
to initiate an NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check request message to a master base
station, wherein the NG interface terminal radio
capability check request message comprises
terminal radio capability information of a plurality
of base stations accessed by a terminal via dual-
connectivity or multi-connectivity; and
a response receiving module, which is config-
ured to receive an NG interface terminal radio
capability check response message fed back by
the master base station, wherein the NG inter-
face terminal radio capability check response
message at least carries indication information
of whether the base stations support a specific
service under the dual-connectivity or the multi-
connectivity.

15. A network processing apparatus, comprising:

a request receiving module, which is configured
to receive an NG interface terminal radio capa-
bility check request message initiated by a core
network side, wherein the NG interface terminal
radio capability check request message com-
prises terminal radio capability information of a
plurality of base stations accessed by a terminal
via dual-connectivity or multi-connectivity; and
a response sending module, which is configured
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to feed back an NG interface terminal radio ca-
pability check response message to the core
network side, wherein the NG interface terminal
radio capability check response message at
least carries indication information of whether
the base stations support a specific service un-
der the dual-connectivity or the multi-connectiv-
ity.

16. A core network, comprising a first processor, a first
memory and a first communication bus; wherein
the first communication bus is configured to imple-
ment connection and communication between the
first processor and the first memory; and
the first processor is configured to execute a com-
puter program stored in the first memory, so as to
perform the steps of the network processing method
of any one of claims 1 to 10.

17. A base station, comprising a second processor, a
second memory and a second communication bus;
wherein
the second communication bus is configured to im-
plement connection and communication between
the second processor and the second memory; and
the second processor is configured to execute a
computer program stored in the second memory, so
as to perform the steps of the network processing
method of any one of claims 11 to 13.

18. A computer-readable storage medium, which is con-
figured to store at least one computer program exe-
cutable by at least one processor to implement the
steps of the network processing method of any one
of claims 1 to 10 or the steps of the network process-
ing method of any one of claims 11 to 13.
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